Winds and Waves magazine

Dear colleagues,
Welcome to Winds & Waves 2018 now being published on Medium.com, a conversational
platform that we think suits our magazine. Publishing on Medium allows us to have
conversations with our readers, as well as posting videos and photographs - thus making our
publication multi-media.
As you know, we used to publish Winds and Waves in magazine format three times a year.
Now we can publish articles and videos on an ongoing basis.
You can either (a) send us your draft article or (b) post the article as a draft on Medium; in
either case, we will look after the editing and formatting so it will appear on Medium in the
Winds and Waves style.
You can find Winds and Waves on Medium at https://medium.com/winds-and-waves/ We
encourage you to visit to see what’s already on the site.
Once you get there, you can register on Medium by clicking on the ‘sign in/sign on’ link at the
top right hand corner of the page. Once registered, you will automatically be notified when new
items are posted on Winds and Waves.
You can sign in to Winds and Waves by using your Twitter account, your Facebook account,
your Google account, or your email address. The choice is up to you. If you decided to login by
email, Medium will send a confirmation link to your email address, which you must click on
within 15 minutes.
Once logged in (in any of the ways listed above), you can click on your icon and you will see a
list of possibilities for reading, submitting articles, adjusting your account, or logging out.
We are happy to address any questions you have about this new method of publishing Winds
and Waves, and hope that you will consider gifting us with your comments, articles, videos,
and photos. You can send these to us at windsandwaves@gmail.com.
Regards,
Robyn, Dharma, Roma, Isabel, Rosemary, Peter: for the W&W team
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